
 

1) The word ____________comes from the name of a Persian mathematician Abu Ja’far 

Mohammed ibn-i Musa al Khowarizmi. 

a) Flowchart 

b) Flow 

c) Algorithm 

d) Syntax 

2) _____________ characteristic often draws the line between what is feasible and what is 

impossible. 

a) Performance 

b) System Evaluation 

c) Modularity 

d) Reliability 

3) The time that depends on the input: an already sorted sequence that is easier to sort. 

a) Process 

b) Evaluation 

c) Running 

d) Input 

4) Which of the following is incorrect? 

Algorithms can be represented: 

a) as pseudo codes 

b) as syntax 

c) as programs 

d) as flowcharts 

5)  When an algorithm is written in the form of a programming language, it becomes a 

_________ 

a) Flowchart 

b) Program 

c) Pseudo code 

d) Syntax 

6) A system wherein items are added from one and removed from the other end. 

a) Stack 

b) Queue 

c) Linked List 

d) Array 

 

 

 



7) Another name for 1-D arrays. 

a) Linear arrays 

b) Lists 

c) Horizontal array 

d) Vertical array 

8)  A data structure that follows the FIFO principle. 

a) Queue 

b) LL 

c) Stack 

d) Union 

9) Merge sort uses which of the following technique to implement sorting? 

a) backtracking 

b) greedy algorithm 

c) divide and conquer 

d) dynamic programming 

10) What is the average case time complexity of merge sort? 

a) O(n log n) 

b) O(n2) 

c) O(n2 log n) 

d) O(n log n2)  

11) What is the auxiliary space complexity of merge sort? 

a) O(1) 

b) O(log n) 

c) O(n) 

d) O(n log n) 

12) What is the worst case time complexity of merge sort? 

a) O(n log n) 

b) O(n2) 

c) O(n2 log n) 

d) O(n log n2) 

13)  Which of the following method is used for sorting in merge sort? 

a) merging 

b) partitioning 

c) selection 

d) exchanging 

14) What will be the best case time complexity of merge sort? 

a) O(n log n) 

b) O(n2) 

c) O(n2 log n) 

d) O(n log n2) 

15) Which of the following is not a variant of merge sort? 

a) in-place merge sort 



b) bottom up merge sort 

c) top down merge sort 

d) linear merge sort 

16) Choose the incorrect statement about merge sort from the following? 

a) it is a comparison based sort 

b) it is an adaptive algorithm 

c) it is not an in place algorithm 

d) it is stable algorithm 

17) Which of the following is not in place sorting algorithm by default? 

a) merge sort 

b) quick sort 

c) heap sort 

d) insertion sort 

18) Which of the following is not a stable sorting algorithm? 

a) Quick sort 

b) Cocktail sort 

c) Bubble sort 

d) Merge sort 

19)  Which of the following sorting algorithm makes use of merge sort? 

a) tim sort 

b) intro sort 

c) bogo sort 

d) quick sort 

20) . Which of the following sorting algorithm does not use recursion? 

a) quick sort 

b) merge sort 

c) heap sort 

d) bottom up merge sort 

21) What is the space complexity of the in-order traversal in the recursive fashion? (d is the 

tree depth and n is the number of nodes) 

a) O(1) 

b) O(nlogd) 

c) O(logd) 

d) O(d) 

22)  Which of the following graph traversals closely imitates level order traversal of a binary 

tree? 

a) Depth First Search 

b) Breadth First Search 

c) Depth & Breadth First Search 

d) Binary Search 

23)  In a binary search tree, which of the following traversals would print the numbers in the 

ascending order? 



a) Level-order traversal 

b) Pre-order traversal 

c) Post-order traversal 

d) In-order traversal 

24) What is the possible number of binary trees that can be created with 3 nodes, giving the 

sequence N, M, L when traversed in post-order. 

a) 15 

b) 3 

c) 5 

d) 8 

25) The post-order traversal of a binary tree is O P Q R S T. Then possible pre-order 

traversal will be ________ 

a) T Q R S O P 

b) T O Q R P S 

c) T Q O P S R 

d) T Q O S P R 

26) A binary search tree contains values 7, 8, 13, 26, 35, 40, 70, 75. Which one of the 

following is a valid post-order sequence of the tree provided the pre-order sequence as 

35, 13, 7, 8, 26, 70, 40 and 75? 

a) 7, 8, 26, 13, 75, 40, 70, 35 

b) 26, 13, 7, 8, 70, 75, 40, 35 

c) 7, 8, 13, 26, 35, 40, 70, 75 

d) 8, 7, 26, 13, 40, 75, 70, 35 

27)  Which of the following pair’s traversals on a binary tree can build the tree uniquely? 

a) post-order and pre-order 

b) post-order and in-order 

c) post-order and level order 

d) level order and preorder 

28) A full binary tree can be generated using ______ 

a) post-order and pre-order traversal 

b) pre-order traversal 

c) post-order traversal 

d) in-order traversal 

29) The maximum number of nodes in a tree for which post-order and pre-order traversals 

may be equal is ______ 

a) 3 

b) 1 

c) 2 

d) any number 

30) The pre-order and in-order are traversals of a binary tree are T M L N P O Q and L M N 

T O P Q. Which of following is post-order traversal of the tree? 

a) L N M O Q P T 



b) N M O P O L T 

c) L M N O P Q T 

d) O P L M N Q T 

31) What is the space complexity of the in-order traversal in the recursive fashion? (d is the 

tree depth and n is the number of nodes) 

a) O(1) 

b) O(nlogd) 

c) O(logd) 

d) O(d) 

32) What is the time complexity of level order traversal? 

a) O(1) 

b) O(n) 

c) O(logn) 

d) O(nlogn) 

33)  Which of the following graph traversals closely imitates level order traversal of a binary 

tree? 

a) Depth First Search 

b) Breadth First Search 

c) Depth & Breadth First Search 

d) Binary Search 

34) In a binary search tree, which of the following traversals would print the numbers in the 

ascending order? 

a) Level-order traversal 

b) Pre-order traversal 

c) Post-order traversal 

d) In-order traversal 

35) How many children does a binary tree have? 

a) 2 

b) any number of children 

c) 0 or 1 or 2 

d) 0 or 1 

36) What is/are the disadvantages of implementing tree using normal arrays? 

a) difficulty in knowing children nodes of a node 

b) difficult in finding the parent of a node 

c) have to know the maximum number of nodes possible before creation of trees 

d) difficult to implement 

37)  If the tree is not a complete binary tree then what changes can be made for easy 

access of children of a node in the array? 

a) every node stores data saying which of its children exist in the array 

b) no need of any changes continue with 2w and 2w+1, if node is at i 

c) keep a seperate table telling children of a node 

d) use another array parallel to the array with tree 



38) Consider a situation of writing a binary tree into a file with memory storage efficiency in 

mind, is array representation of tree is good? 

a) yes because we are overcoming the need of pointers and so space efficiency 

b) yes because array values are indexable 

c) No it is not efficient in case of sparse trees and remaning cases it is fine 

d) No linked list representation of tree is only fine 

 

39)  Which of the following is false about a binary search tree? 

a) The left child is always lesser than its parent 

b) The right child is always greater than its parent 

c) The left and right sub-trees should also be binary search trees 

d) In order sequence gives decreasing order of elements 

 

40) What is the speciality about the inorder traversal of a binary search tree? 

a) It traverses in a non increasing order 

b) It traverses in an increasing order 

c) It traverses in a random fashion 

d) It traverses based on priority of the node 

 

41) What are the worst case and average case complexities of a binary search tree? 

a) O(n), O(n) 

b) O(logn), O(logn) 

c) O(logn), O(n) 

d) O(n), O(logn) 

 

42) Which of the following is not the self balancing binary search tree? 

a) AVL Tree 

b) 2-3-4 Tree 

c) Red – Black Tree 

d) Splay Tree 

 

43) The binary tree sort implemented using a self – balancing binary search tree takes 

______ time is worst case. 

a) O(n log n) 

b) O(n) 

c) O(n2) 

d) O(log n) 

 

44)  An AVL tree is a self – balancing binary search tree, in which the heights of the two 

child sub trees of any node differ by _________ 

a) At least one 

b) At most one 



c) Two 

d) At most two 

 

45) Associative arrays can be implemented using __________ 

a) B-tree 

b) A doubly linked list 

c) A single linked list 

d) A self balancing binary search tree 

 

46)  What is an AVL tree? 

a) a tree which is balanced and is a height balanced tree 

b) a tree which is unbalanced and is a height balanced tree 

c) a tree with three children 

d) a tree with atmost 3 children 

 

47) Why we need to a binary tree which is height balanced? 

a) to avoid formation of skew trees 

b) to save memory 

c) to attain faster memory access 

d) to simplify storing 

 

48) What is the maximum height of an AVL tree with p nodes? 

a) p 

b) log(p) 

c) log(p)/2 

d) p⁄2 

 

49) Given an empty AVL tree, how would you construct AVL tree when a set of numbers are 

given without performing any rotations? 

a) just build the tree with the given input 

b) find the median of the set of elements given, make it as root and construct the tree 

c) use trial and error 

d) use dynamic programming to build the tree 

 

 

 

50) Why to prefer red-black trees over AVL trees? 

a) Because red-black is more rigidly balanced 

b) AVL tree store balance factor in every node which costs space 

c) AVL tree fails at scale 

d) Red black is more efficient 

 



51) What is a weight balanced tree? 

a) A binary tree that stores the sizes of subtrees in nodes 

b) A binary tree with an additional attribute of weight 

c) A height balanced binary tree 

d) A normal binary tree 

 

52)  What are the applications of weight balanced tree? 

a) dynamic sets, dictionaries, sequences, maps 

b) heaps 

c) sorting 

d) storing strings 

 

53)  A node of the weight balanced tree has 

a) key, left and right pointers, size 

b) key, value 

c) key, size 

d) key 

 

54) What are the operations that can be performed on weight balanced tree? 

a) all basic operations and set intersection, set union and subset test 

b) all basic operations 

c) set intersection, set union and subset test 

d) only insertion and deletion 

 

55)  Which of the following statements for a simple graph is correct? 

a) Every path is a trail 

b) Every trail is a path 

c) Every trail is a path as well as every path is a trail 

d) Path and trail have no relation 

 



56)  In the given graph identify the cut vertices. 

 
a) B and E 

b) C and D 

c) A and E 

d) C and B 

 

57) For the given graph(G), which of the following statements is true? 

 
a) G is a complete graph 

b) G is not a connected graph 

c) The vertex connectivity of the graph is 2 

d) The edge connectivity of the graph is 1 
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58) What is the number of edges present in a complete graph having n vertices? 

a) (n*(n+1))/2 

b) (n*(n-1))/2 

c) n 

d) Information given is insufficient 

59) A connected planar graph having 6 vertices, 7 edges contains _____________ regions. 

a) 15 

b) 3 

c) 1 

d) 11 

60) Which of the following properties does a simple graph not hold? 

a) Must be connected 

b) Must be unweighted 

c) Must have no loops or multiple edges 

d) Must have no multiple edges 

61) What is the maximum number of edges in a bipartite graph having 10 vertices? 

a) 24 

b) 21 

c) 25 

d) 16 

62) Which of the following is true? 

a) A graph may contain no edges and many vertices 

b) A graph may contain many edges and no vertices 

c) A graph may contain no edges and no vertices 

d) A graph may contain no vertices and many edges 

63) For a given graph G having v vertices and e edges which is connected and has no 

cycles, which of the following statements is true? 

a) v=e 

b) v = e+1 

c) v + 1 = e 

d) v = e-1 

64) For which of the following combinations of the degrees of vertices would the connected 

graph be eulerian? 

a) 1,2,3 

b) 2,3,4 

c) 2,4,5 

d) 1,3,5 

 

 



65) A graph with all vertices having equal degree is known as a __________ 

a) Multi Graph 

b) Regular Graph 

c) Simple Graph 

d) Complete Graph 

 

66) Which of the following ways can be used to represent a graph? 

a) Adjacency List and Adjacency Matrix 

b) Incidence Matrix 

c) Adjacency List, Adjacency Matrix as well as Incidence Matrix 

d) No way to represent 

 

67) A graph having an edge from each vertex to every other vertex is called a ___________ 

a) Tightly Connected 

b) Strongly Connected 

c) Weakly Connected 

d) Loosely Connected 

 

68) What is the number of unlabeled simple directed graph that can be made with 1 or 2 

vertices? 

a) 2 

b) 4 

c) 5 

d) 9 

 

69) Assuming value of every weight to be greater than 10, in which of the following cases 

the shortest path of a directed weighted graph from 2 vertices u and v will never 

change? 

a) add all values by 10 

b) subtract 10 from all the values 

c) multiply all values by 10 

d) in both the cases of multiplying and adding by 10 

 

70)  What is the maximum possible number of edges in a directed graph with no self loops 

having 8 vertices? 

a) 28 

b) 64 

c) 256 

d) 56 

 



71)  What is the maximum number of edges present in a simple directed graph with 7 

vertices if there exists no cycles in the graph? 

a) 21 

b) 7 

c) 6 

d) 49 

 

72)  Which of the following case does not exist in complexity theory? 

a) Best case 

b) Worst case 

c) Average case 

d) Null case 

 

73) The complexity of linear search algorithm is _________ 

a) O(n) 

b) O(log n) 

c) O(n2) 

d) O(n log n) 

 

74)  The complexity of Binary search algorithm is _________ 

a) O(n) 

b) O(log) 

c) O(n2) 

d) O(n log n) 

 

75) The complexity of merge sort algorithm is _________ 

a) O(n) 

b) O(log n) 

c) O(n2) 

d) O(n log n) 

 

76) The complexity of Bubble sort algorithm is _________ 

a) O(n) 

b) O(log n) 

c) O(n2) 

d) O(n log n) 

 

77) The Worst case occur in linear search algorithm when _________ 

a) Item is somewhere in the middle of the array 

b) Item is not in the array at all 

c) Item is the last element in the array 

d) Item is the last element in the array or is not there at all 



 

78) The worst case complexity for insertion sort is _________ 

a) O(n) 

b) O(log n) 

c) O(n2) 

d) O(n log n) 

 

79) The complexity of Fibonacci series is _________ 

a) O(2n) 

b) O(log n) 

c) O(n2) 

d) O(n log n) 

 

80) The worst case complexity of quick sort is _________ 

a) O(n) 

b) O(log n) 

c) O(n2) 

d) O(n log n) 

 

81)  What is an in-place sorting algorithm? 

a) It needs O(1) or O(logn) memory to create auxiliary locations 

b) The input is already sorted and in-place 

c) It requires additional storage 

d) It requires additional space 

 

82) What is the advantage of selection sort over other sorting techniques? 

a) It requires no additional storage space 

b) It is scalable 

c) It works best for inputs which are already sorted 

d) It is faster than any other sorting technique 

 

83) The given array is arr = {1,2,3,4,5}. (bubble sort is implemented with a flag variable)The 

number of iterations in selection sort and bubble sort respectively are __________ 

a) 5 and 4 

b) 1 and 4 

c) 0 and 4 

d) 4 and 1 

 

 

 

 



84) Kruskal’s algorithm is used to ______ 

a) find minimum spanning tree 

b) find single source shortest path 

c) find all pair shortest path algorithm 

d) traverse the graph 

 

85)  Kruskal’s algorithm is a ______ 

a) divide and conquer algorithm 

b) dynamic programming algorithm 

c) greedy algorithm 

d) approximation algorithm 

 

86) Consider the given graph. 

 
What is the weight of the minimum spanning tree using the Kruskal’s algorithm? 

a) 24 

b) 23 

c) 15 

d) 19 

 

87) What is the time complexity of Kruskal’s algorithm? 

a) O(log V) 

b) O(E log V) 

c) O(E2) 

d) O(V log E) 
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88)  Consider the following graph. Using Kruskal’s algorithm, which edge will be selected 

first? 

 
a) GF 

b) DE 

c) BE 

d) BG 

 

89) Which of the following is true? 

a) Prim’s algorithm can also be used for disconnected graphs 

b) Kruskal’s algorithm can also run on the disconnected graphs 

c) Prim’s algorithm is simpler than Kruskal’s algorithm 

d) In Kruskal’s sort edges are added to MST in decreasing order of their weights 

 

90)  Which of the following is false about the Kruskal’s algorithm? 

a) It is a greedy algorithm 

b) It constructs MST by selecting edges in increasing order of their weights 

c) It can accept cycles in the MST 

d) It uses union-find data structure 

 

91) Consider the following statements. 

S1. Kruskal’s algorithm might produce a non-minimal spanning tree. 

S2. Kruskal’s algorithm can efficiently implemented using the disjoint-set data structure. 

a) S1 is true but S2 is false 

b) Both S1 and S2 are false 

c) Both S1 and S2 are true 

d) S2 is true but S1 is false 
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92) Which of the following is true? 

a) Prim’s algorithm initialises with a vertex 

b) Prim’s algorithm initialises with a edge 

c) Prim’s algorithm initialises with a vertex which has smallest edge 

d) Prim’s algorithm initialises with a forest 

 

93) Consider the given graph. 

 
What is the weight of the minimum spanning tree using the Prim’s algorithm,starting 

from vertex a? 

a) 23 

b) 28 

c) 27 

d) 11 

 

94)  Prim’s algorithm is a ______ 

a) Divide and conquer algorithm 

b) Greedy algorithm 

c) Dynamic Programming 

d) Approximation algorithm 

 

95) Prim’s algorithm is also known as __________ 

a) Dijkstra–Scholten algorithm 

b) Borůvka’s algorithm 

c) Floyd–Warshall algorithm 

d) DJP Algorithm 

 

96)  Prim’s algorithm can be efficiently implemented using _____ for graphs with greater 

density. 

a) d-ary heap 

b) linear search 

c) fibonacci heap 

d) binary search 
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97)  Which of the following is false about Prim’s algorithm? 

a) It is a greedy algorithm 

b) It constructs MST by selecting edges in increasing order of their weights 

c) It never accepts cycles in the MST 

d) It can be implemented using the Fibonacci heap 

 

98) Which of the following is/are property/properties of a dynamic programming problem? 

a) Optimal substructure 

b) Overlapping subproblems 

c) Greedy approach 

d) Both optimal substructure and overlapping subproblems 

 

99) If an optimal solution can be created for a problem by constructing optimal solutions for 

its subproblems, the problem possesses ____________ property. 

a) Overlapping subproblems 

b) Optimal substructure 

c) Memoization 

d) Greedy 

 

100) If a problem can be broken into subproblems which are reused several times, the 

problem possesses ____________ property. 

a) Overlapping subproblems 

b) Optimal substructure 

c) Memoization 

d) Greedy 

 


